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side of the picture—the computers
themselves are only part of the
system.

IEEE Security & Privacy has cov-
ered these topics in the past, but
usually from the perspective of com-
puting, not society. Can we make it
easier for human users to correctly
trust what their computers are
telling them? Can we make it easier
for human programmers to write
code that achieves desired functional
and performance goals, but with
fewer vulnerabilities?

Motivated by a series of events
over this past year, we’ll look at the
societal aspects in this installment:
the formal education process through
which we train students, young and
old, to be effective cyber-citizens;
and the media coverage and editori-
alizing process through which we
express (or perhaps imprint) ethical
judgment.

Pretend security
for Web sites
Let’s begin with the infamous
business-school-applicant cases from
earlier this year.1,2 Several business
schools, including those at Harvard,
Stanford, and Dartmouth, out-
sourced online handling of applica-
tions to the recruiting firm Apply
Yourself. Each applicant could cre-
ate an online account, and then es-

tablish authenticated sessions to sub-
mit and access their application in-
formation. One such piece of
information was whether the appli-
cant had been accepted.

In the intended functionality,
business schools would contact ap-
plicants on decision day and tell
them how to learn their fate via the
ApplyYourself portal. However,
some schools posted the informa-
tion early, and some students fig-
ured out which URL would give
them access. The consequence was
righteous indignation. Editorial wri-
ters and college students (as well as
many of my professional colleagues)
characterized these actions as “hack-
ing” and denounced these appli-
cants as embodying the same
unethical mindset responsible for
the Enron debacle and similar social
ills. Most of the business schools
summarily denied admission to
these so-called hackers. (I’m proud
to say that Dartmouth, my em-
ployer, was one of the few schools
that didn’t.)

This indignation troubles me be-
cause it overlooks several important
facts. First, editing a URL doesn’t
constitute hacking. As any scholar in
this information age knows, it has
become standard behavior for litera-
ture searches: “Google took me to
this interesting paper in an online

proceedings—can I find the table of
contents for the whole set?” Second,
these applicants accessed their own
information only; before entering
the URL, they had to authenticate
themselves. Third, the applicants re-
ceived this information because the
server gave it to them. Some editor-
ial writers used the metaphor that
students snuck into an unlocked of-
fice and examined a filing cabinet. A
better metaphor would be that stu-
dents were explicitly told that the
doorman outside would answer their
questions, and some of them asked
him early. It would have been simple
to instruct the doorman to not an-
swer questions until the appropriate
day, but no one thought to do that,
and no one seems to have any moral
indignation for the parties who
were actually responsible for the
privacy spill.

Ultimately, responsible citizen-
ship—not to mention effective busi-
ness leadership—requires perceiving
and acting on what the technology
really does, rather than putting
blinders on and adhering to a col-
lective fantasy of what some would
like it to. I would be worried if lead-
ers in business—or any other
arena—didn’t have an honest un-
derstanding of what their technol-
ogy did and didn’t do, and how
secure it was against what kinds of
adversaries, even ordinary users
engaged in ordinary behavior. Un-
fortunately, this business-school in-
cident seems to have established a
worrying precedent: future leaders
who understand the technology
will be punished. Continuing to
pretend the emperor has nice
clothes won’t help the emperor or
produce more effective tailors. 

S.W. SMITH

Dartmouth
CollegeT

o a large extent, computing systems are useful only to

the degree in which they’re embedded in the

processes that constitute human society. This em-

bedding makes effective system security extremely

important, but achieving it requires a strong look at the human
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Missing outrage
Although the business-school inci-
dent at Harvard received interna-
tional attention, the media paid very
little notice to an article in the 21
January 2005 edition of The Harvard
Crimson.3,4 It reported that Harvard
insurer PharmaCare had set up a
Web site that supplied a student’s
pharmaceutical records to anyone
who could provide the student’s
birthday and Harvard ID number—
both of which are publicly available.
Clearly, disclosing information such
as “student X has prescriptions for
antidepressants” could have far more
serious and irreversible consequen-
ces than “you were admitted to busi-
ness school,” so where was the
outrage? Why did none of the voices
calling for the business-school appli-
cants to be tarred and feathered call
for harsher punishment for the IT
managers who committed a far
worse offense—or the admissions
IT people who didn’t learn from it?

As the year wore on, more inci-
dents seemed to fit the business-

school pattern: the technology de-
ployers becoming irate that their
fantasies of security were disrupted,
and media and popular opinion
playing along. 

Pretend security
for WLANs
The 4th of July—a date typically as-
sociated with freedom in this coun-
try—brought a disturbing example: a
man in Tampa Bay, Florida, was
charged with a third-degree felony
for “hacking” into an open WLAN.5

Home and enterprise networking
is shifting from tethered to wireless,
fundamentally changing the access
paradigm because the network access
world no longer directly corre-
sponds to the physical access world.
With tethered networking, a user
needs an Ethernet jack to get on the
local network. In the past, restrictions
such as walls and locked doors for
keeping unauthorized users out of
buildings and rooms also kept them
away from the jacks. However, wire-
less is different. Anyone within range

of the radios can join the network,
and the radio doesn’t necessarily re-
spect the traditional boundaries of
walls and locked doors. Furthermore,
access points, in their typical out-of-
the-box configurations, happily ad-
vertise themselves as open links, and
client platforms happily find them.
Countermeasures exist, ranging from
the ambitiously named wired equiva-
lent privacy (WEP), which is easily
compromised with appropriate tools,
to new Wi-Fi protected access (WPA),
which can encapsulate a wide range
of authentication techniques (some
of which aren’t easily spoofed).

Police and media characterize the
Tampa Bay gentleman’s actions as
breaking and entering—the owner
was “victimized.” A more appropriate
metaphor is the network owner
chose to leave his Ethernet jacks on
the public sidewalk. If he wanted
them protected, turning on even
weak WEP—the moral equivalent of
a “no trespassing” bit—is trivial. In
the circles I travel, using an open wire-
less network is as ethical as throwing
some litter in a trashcan left out on the
street. Indeed, many people deliber-
ately leave wireless access points open
as a quiet public service. I know at least
one network expert who actually re-
programmed his neighbors’ wireless
access points to keep them from inter-
fering with each other, thus providing
better coverage for everyone. (How-
ever, I’m not sure how his action fits
into the moral framework.)

Despite its generally alarmist tone,
the article in The St. Petersburg Times
at least noted the other side of the
issue as well, and quoted columnist
Randy Cohen observed that “the
person who opened up access to you
is unlikely even to know, let alone
mind, that you’ve used it. If he does
object, there’s easy recourse: nearly all
wireless setups offer password protec-
tion.”5 Nonetheless, some poor soul
now faces felony charges.

Pretend security
for laptops
Another example of applying real
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punishment to violators of pretend
security occurred at Kutztown High
School (in Kutztown, Pennsylva-
nia), which distributed laptops to
600 students in academic year 2004
to 2005. To keep students from using
inappropriate applications or visiting
unsuitable Web sites, the school dis-
trict installed restrictions on the ma-
chines and protected them with an
administrator password. Some of the
students found a way to subvert
these restrictions, and after repeated
failed attempts to stop this practice,
the school district lodged criminal
charges against 13 students for felony
criminal trespass.6

How did these students subvert
the restrictions? Did they hack it with
buffer-overflow tools, or bootable
USB flash drives? Nope: the adminis-
trative password was taped to the bot-
tom of each laptop! (Adding insult to
injury, the password itself was an easy
derivation of the school’s address.)

Writers have pointed out addi-
tional complexities in the case,7,8 and
the felony charges were dropped in
exchange for an apology and some
community service,9 but the basic
facts remain: the school district gave
students laptops with the administra-
tor password taped to them, the stu-
dents used that password, yet the
students were charged with felonies.

Pretend security 
education and training
What are we teaching the next gen-
eration of IT users, designers, and
managers—as well as those who will
write and enforce the laws governing
this technology? We should teach
them that IT will continue to per-
meate and change society in ways we
can barely imagine, and how they
need to be ready for it. We should
teach them that effective security
techniques require careful considera-
tion of many factors, such as reason-
able use and barriers. We should also
teach them that security for an IT
service deserves the same basic good
sense and civic responsibility that fire
safety and food purity receive, partic-

ularly when the consequences of
compromise might be serious. 

Unfortunately, we seem to be
teaching them that it’s acceptable to
deploy slipshod protections—and
then pillory those who realize this.
We teach them it’s wrong to disrupt
the fantasy that the system works as
the deployer imagines it, rather than
as it actually does.

I certainly believe in rules of fair
play and good sportsmanship. As an
undergrad and as a professor, I’ve at-
tended institutions with an “honor
code”—students have easy opportu-
nity to cheat but pledge not to. For the
most part, I’ve found that they don’t.
When I teach security material, I ex-
plicitly tie student acquisition of this
knowledge to the honor code. If the
business-school applicants were told
“we expect you not to look for your
decision before day Y,” or the Kutz-
town high-school students were told
“we expect you not to visit these types
of sites or download these types of ap-
plications,” only then should punish-
ment be doled out. However, this
punishment should be for violating a
social agreement, not for “breaking”
security. If the drive-by networker in
Florida had used Kismac to crack a
WEP key or had reprogrammed his
wireless card to have a blessed MAC,
then he deliberately jimmied a lock
open or walked by a clearly posted
“no trespassing” sign.

My friend Gene Spafford, of
Purdue, once characterized defend-
ers of Robert Morris (of Morris
Worm fame) as “blaming an arson
victim for the fire because she didn’t
build her house of fireproof
metal,”10 but I see this current situa-
tion as more akin to building a house
so fragile that knocking on the door
causes it to fall down—and then ar-
resting the visitors who knock on
the door. Like it or not, knocking on
a door—like connecting to an open
wireless network or editing URLs—
is ordinary behavior. One colleague
asked whether I’m making an “ease
of attack” argument, akin to those
people who would never steal a

music CD from a store, but have no
compunction against downloading
pirated MP3s. My answer is no: in
that case, the music’s owner isn’t the
one making it easy to download the
file. In the other cases, though, the
“victimized” owner could have eas-
ily set up barriers against what is oth-
erwise acceptable usage, but for
some reason chose not to. If we as a
society are going to build technol-
ogy that matches acceptable norms
of usage, we need to honestly evalu-
ate what it does, rather than basing
policy, law, and social convention on
what some would like to pretend
that it does. 

Fortunately, there are glimmers
of hope. Vermont Technical Col-
lege, for example, recently discov-
ered a large privacy spill—student
records were readily available on the
open Internet for “more than 18
months.” An alum who was Goog-
ling his own name discovered the
spill. Did VTC bring charges against
him, or did the press vilify him for
hacking? Refreshingly, no: VTC re-
sponded by reviewing its informa-
tion security practices and adding
more security training.11

T he emerging information age
presents us with numerous chal-

lenging scenarios in which we need
to think carefully about what’s right
and wrong, what constitutes reason-
able and prudent behavior, and what
we can do with technology to make
it easier for the right things to hap-
pen. Evaluating these decisions re-
quires clear-headed thought and
sensible discussion. The continued
trend of histrionics with each new
incident takes us in exactly the
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wrong direction. Fuss and indigna-
tion—and demonization of those
with the best grasp of the technology
in question—won’t prepare us for a
secure future. If there had been a
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
for the automobile industry, Ralph
Nader would have spent his career in
prison, and we’d all still be driving—
and dying in—Corvairs. 
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